
 
 
Sumi-e Painting: Brush of Zen Ox-Bow Fall 2018 
August 12-18 
Instructor: Qigu Jiang  
 
Course materials: 
This course requires four brushes; one large brush (sheep hair), two medium brushes (one sheep 
and one weasel hair) and one small brush (weasel hair), a wool felt (20”X20”), a bottle of Sumi-e 
ink, and some rice paper. Students are encouraged to use their own brushes if they have them, 
otherwise the instructor will provide the brushes for them to purchase. A wool felt for ink painting 
and calligraphy and rice paper could be purchased from the instructor as well.  
 
Course schedule:  
Aug. 12, day one: Introduction to tools and materials of Sumi-e painting: traditionally called “Four 
treasures of the studio” brush, ink cake, ink stone, and rice paper. Brush holding gestures, 
awareness of different sections of the body of the brush. And how to make ink traditionally. 
Introduction to traditional theme of Sumi-e painting the “Four Gentlemen” (bamboo, orchid, 
chrysanthemum, and plum flower). 
 
Aug. 13, day two: Introduction to bamboo. In class demonstration followed by practicing single 
strokes of bamboo leaf: canoe stroke, new moon stroke, and sword blade stroke. Then move to 
simple combination of bamboo leaves stroke: fishtail and gold fishtail combination, Ge shape 
combination. 
 
Aug. 14, day three: Continue practice the simple combination of bamboo leaves strokes (fishtail 
and gold fishtail combination, Ge shape combination). Then move on to more complicated 
combination of strokes: flying goose combination, Fen and Jie combination, and strokes of bamboo 
cane. Demonstration and practice. 
 
Aug. 15, day four: Continue practice bamboo leaf combinations and bamboo cane, then the 
introduction to simple bamboo compositions will be given. Demonstration and practice, class will 
move on to more complicated composition.  
 
Aug. 16, day five: Introduction to orchid, chrysanthemum and plum flower, various techniques 
involved with different flowers will be introduced and compared. Demonstration and practice,  
 
Aug. 17, day six: Continue practice orchid, chrysanthemum and plum flower, then the introduction 
on various ink painting theme such as birds and fish will be given. A final will take place at late 
session of the day. A group critique will be performed at late session of the day.    
 
Aug. 18, Class end.  
 
Course description:  
This one-week course introduces the basics of the traditional Chinese and Japanese ink and brush 
stroke painting. Starting from learning tools and materials, the class will concentrate on the basic 
skills and techniques that students could develop during the course. The philosophy of Zen behind 
the ink painting will be introduced as well. In-class demonstrations are followed by painting, 
focusing on botanical subjects such as bamboo and other flowers. Birds and fishes will be 
introduced in late sessions. This course is especially appropriate for students interested in drawing 
and water color. 


